C  Put the words in brackets in each sentence in the correct order.

1. The first time he tried __________________________ his driving test.
   (failed, Tom)

2. When he arrived at the test centre, __________________________ there.
   (didn’t, he, see, anybody)

3. He waited but then __________________________. (tooted, he, the horn)

4. After a few minutes __________________________.
   (came, the examiner, out)

5. At first __________________________ (looked, she, at Tom) and then __________________________ (said, she).

6. “In England __________________________ (is, it) illegal to sound the horn if __________________________ moving (not, the car, is). You’ve failed!”

7. Then __________________________ in again. (went, back, she)

8. __________________________, said Tom. (this, believe, I, don’t)

9. But __________________________. (true, was, it)

10. The second time he tried __________________________ very nervous.
    (was, Tom)

11. “This time __________________________ any stupid mistakes"
    (won’t, I, make), __________________________. (said, he)

12. He drove very carefully but then __________________________ the accelerator (gaspedalen) for the brake. (mistook, he)

13. After that __________________________ to get a driving licence again.
    (tried, he, never)

14. So __________________________ right away. Guess who bought it? His driving instructor! (his car, sold, he)